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Key Idea

Data augmentation to reflect the CI relations.
(Idea: Independent  ⇨  Shuffled data is equally likely)

Idea & Results

How to use such prior knowledge in predictive modeling?

Research Question

- Theory implying the method mitigates over-fitting under correct knowledge of the CG.

- Empirical performance improvement.

Representation of our knowledge of data generating processes.

CGs imply conditional independence (CI) relations                   .

Causal Graphs (CGs)

⇨

Acyclic Directed Mixed Graphs (ADMGs)

bidirected

Directed acyclic graphs (possibly) with bidirected edges.

Used for causal models with latent variables
(semi-Markov models; cf. Latent projection                 ).

Topological ADMG Factorization

Given a semi-Markov model,                                                  holds.

: “Markov pillow” of variable     (Generalization of “parents” in ADMGs.)

Proposed Method Derivation

• The plug-in risk estimator can be rewritten as:

• This can be computed by data augmentation:
Generate       data points
(with replacement) with 
instance weights.

where
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Knowledge of causal graphs can be directly used in predictive modeling.

We are given:
• Labeled data .

• Estimator of the underlying ADMG     .

• satisfies the topological ADMG factorization w.r.t. .

Main Assumption

Goal
Find a predictor with small                       .

(each      may be continuous or discrete)

: joint data of     and    .

⇨ Exchange      and      among training samples, stratifying for    .

The causal graph          implies                  .

Idea: Data augmentation

Predict      from (     ,     ), when we know:             (causal graph).

Example (Trivariate case)

Idea: Data augmentation to reflect the CI structure.

Data and Procedure

Models and Comparison

Experiment Results

▷ 6 data sets from UCI repository       .

▷ 2 data (Sachs and GSS) have reference CGs.

▷ DirectLiNGAM was applied to the other data sets to obtain the CGs.

Sachs data 
(Biology)

GSS data 
(Sociology)

Predictor class: gradient boosted regression trees.

Baseline: plain supervised learning                                       .

Improved performance in the
small-data regime especially
when a CG from domain 
knowledge is available.

• Recall topological ADMG factorization:                                    .

• Approximate each conditional by kernel-based estimator.
Let                           and

• Plug-in risk estimator

Empirical conditional density

Augmented data + instance weights

Q. How does the proposed method help, statistically?

• True CG does exist, and we have access to it:            .

• The underlying densities and the kernel functions satisfy sufficient 
smoothness and boundedness conditions.

• The complexity terms have a better sample-size dependency than 
the usual Rademacher complexity, implying mitigated overfitting.
(Intuition: Synthesized data ⇨ Reduced possibility of overfitting.)

• But the bias due to the kernel approximation is introduced.

w/ high probability.

Setup & Key Assumptions

Theorem (Excess Risk Bound; informal)
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